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Install vidiq plugin

With the right suite of plugins built into the backend, you can dramatically (and instantly) improve the functionality, aesthetics, and efficiency of your site, both for yourself and your audience. But with a myriad of options available to the average webmaster, the challenge of finding the best
WordPress plugins can feel everything but impossible. After all, it only requires one line of code or installation to turn a previously beautiful and sophisticated website into a mess of meaningless code, mysterious themes and broken features. You don't have to worry. We did all of the heavy
lifting for you and installed and reviewed countless WordPress plugins to determine at once which plugins are worth your time and which are not. So, here's a list of the top 12 WordPress plugins for 2020, without any further advice. 1. Contact Form 7 If you need a plug-in that seamlessly
creates and manages multiple contact forms, uses reCaptcha validation, and verifies that all spam submissions are excluded in Askimet (more on that in a second), Contact Form 7 is the last WordPress the plug-in needs. This simple plugin allows you to skip all the extra coding and quickly
create and publish beautiful contact forms that users blow up their inboxes. With over 5 million active installations, 1,100 5-star reviews, and absolutely free low prices, you can promise that you won't find a better contact form plugin anywhere on the interweb. Get Contact Form 7 from
WordPress.org Learn how to install and use Contact Form 7 on your WordPress website (step by step) 2.Yoast SEO When it comes to optimizing your on-page search engine, some plugins, Yoast You can make candles shine on the effectiveness and function of SEO. Assuming you're
already doing basic keyword research, the Yoast plugin will guide you step by step through the process of optimizing new content for search engines. From target keyword density to title and h2 tag optimization to basic readability and metadata, Yoast SEO makes it easy to optimize search
engines on your page. You can download the free version here or click here for more information on the Yoast Premium plugin. 3. Aquismet Anti Spam Axmet Anti Spam is the only plugin you need to keep spammers at bay and maintain the long-term integrity of your site. The plugin
reviews and filters all comments shared on the website and provides a status history for each comment so that you can identify comments where spam was found by Askimet or moderators. You can also view the number of approved comments for each user, check the URL of the comment
body, and remove useless links. The best part? Askimet can keep your site beautiful by downloading and using it for free with all personal sites and premium versions cost penny dollarsSpam-free regardless of budget. Akismet.com Aquismet from 4. WooCommerce For those who choose to
take a slightly less traditional route on your ecommerce adventure (not using Shopify), WooCommerce is an all-in-one open source ecommerce platform for WordPress webmasters. With many of the features, extensions and customizations built into the platform, WooCommerce can be sold
on your WordPress site more easily than ever before. From the abundance of themes (all come with unlimited customization), to the ability to sell physical, digital and affiliate products, to countless conversion optimization tools, you'll be hard-won to find a single plugin that matches
WooCommerce for ease of use and price (only 12.95/month in the most advanced package). Get WooCommerce from WooCommerce.com Learn how to install &amp; use the WooCommerce WordPress plugin (step by step) 5.TinyMCE Advanced Google Analytics If you want to track your
website's real-time traffic details without logging in and navigation, the Google Analytics dashboard for WP is a plugin you're searching for. With this simple, freely available plug-in, you can add, remove, and rearrange the buttons that appear in the visual editor toolbar, and you can set up to
four buttons, including (but certainly not limited to) font sizes, font families, text/background colors, tables, and more. With the click of a button, TinyMCE allows you to dramatically streamline and simplify your back-end WordPress experience, allowing you to do your best and keep
searching for all the buttons. WordPress.org TinyMCE Advanced from Game 6. WordFence Security With the proliferation of cyberattacks and website hacks in 2018, website security is more important than ever. It offers rich access to tools including WordFence Security, which offers both
free and paid versions: WordPress core file integrity verification and repair.Malware, viruses and backdoor scanning. Firewalls with rate limits, fake Google crawler blocking, IP whitelisting, and IP blocking. Real-time traffic, including Google crawlers, RSS feed readers, and all other crawlers
and bots. (Google Analytics does not include this data.) Alerts and e-mail alerts for critical issues. Brute force hacking protection. And a lot more. If you are concerned about the security and integrity of your website, WordFence Security, like allstate customers, can rest assured that your
website is in good hands. WordFence.com word fence security from 7. Yet another useful SEO plugin for Google XML Sitemap WordPress, Google XML Sitemap helps search engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo! (people still use it) to better index your website with special XML sitemaps.
As soon as you install and activate the plug-in, an XML sitemap is automatically created to make it easier.Search engine bots view, crawl, and index your site so you can enjoy your ranking boost and extra SEO juice for years to come. WordPress.org Google XML plug-in from 8. Wp Super
Cash 2020 is all about the speed of your website. WP Super Cache allows you to increase the baseline speed of your website quickly and painlessly. This free and easy-to-use plug-in generates a static HTML file from a dynamic WordPress site, which means that the Web server uses it
instead of processing heavier (and slower) PHP scripts. With its nominal price tag and ease of setting, WP Super Cache is an essential plugin for any webmaster looking to improve the speed of the site and enjoy all the benefits that come with it. WordPress.org WP super cache from 9.
Google Analytics Dashboard for WP with accurate metrics If you've ever wanted to track your website's real-time traffic details without trying to log in and navigate the maze Google Analytics website, try saying google analytics dashboard for WP with accurate metrics (try saying it three
times faster!). is the plug-in you've been searching for. This plugin can monitor not only real-time traffic statistics and acquisition channels: sessions, organic searches, page views, bounce rate analysis statistics locations, pages, referers, keywords, 404 error analysis statistics traffic
channels, social networks, traffic media, search engine analytics statistics device categories, browsers, operating systems, screen resolutions, mobile brand analysis statistics, and so there's nothing to lose by clicking on download because it's free to use for both personal and commercial
sites. Get Google Analytics WP from WordPress.org Learn how to install and use the Google Analytics WordPress plugin (step by step) 10.UpdraftPlus WordPress backup plugin is more frustrating (or frightening) for the average webmaster than the prospect of losing all of their hard work
and content due to nothing defective updates or accidental coding flukes. Luckily, updraftPlus WordPress backups, the world's highest rated (2,400+5 star reviews and counting) scheduled backup plugins allow you to put those fears and frustrations behind you. All you need is to click Install
and rest easily so that all your data is backed up seamlessly to the cloud. WordPress.org updraft plus from 11. If element page builder Divya and BoldGrid had brain children converted into WordPress plug-ins, element page builder would be it. Elekta Page Builder is one of the most
effective and easy-to-use WordPress page builder plugins on the market today. In just 49/year for a single website, Elementor is worth the money and can quickly and professionally create gorgeous pages. Elementor.com element from 12. Smash image compression and optimization
Nothing will get your website into a quagmire or slow down your loading time faster than oversized and un optimized images.Smash image compression and optimization allows you to optimize all of your website images in less than a day with compression, resing. Click here to learn why
Smash Image Compression and Optimization is seen as the best free image compression plugin on the WordPress marketplace. WordPress.org WP Smash from WordPress.org
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